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I am

*Mimmi Mickelsen*,
chairman of TOG
We had our first TOG-meeting 
On Thursday, 
May 4th, 
here in Antwerpen
The participants were:

- Rolf Hafke, Germany
- Bas Scenk, The Netherlands
- Joseph van Olmn, Belgium
- Freddy Geens, Belgium
- Warren Doubleday, Australia
- Jenny Nunn, Great Britain
- Peter Ovenstone, Great Britain
- Guido Rossi, Italy
- Per Englund, Sweden
- Thomas Lange, Sweden
- Mimmi Mickelsen, Sweden
All participants made good presentations about the conditions for heritage tram operations in their countries.
Now, we are suggesting the following aim and objectives for the future work:
Aim for TOG:

To create a forum for sharing best practice by heritage tram operators & tram museums.
Objectives for TOG:

1. To support initiatives to broaden the base of TOG participants
Objectives for TOG:

2. To collect and collate information about heritage tram operators
Objectives for TOG:

3. To show by worked example the contribution of heritage tram to the local cultural and economic activities.
Objectives for TOG:

4. To support business activities that diversify the appeal of trams to different demographic groups, especially young people.
Objectives for TOG:

5. To support a programme of adoption of best practise by heritage tram operators & tram museums.
Thank you for your attention and support!